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Twoge is an innovative de�ationary token aiming to 
revolutionize De�, building its own Twoge Blockchain, 
introducing a multi-chain swap (TwogeSwap) across 
Binance, Ethereum, Cronos and Polygon.

By giving up 100% of token ownership to a strong and 
vibrant community, the liquidity pool will be permanently 
locked, with no “wallet blacklisting mechanism" to allow free 
trading and the safest. We are the safest bet for long and 
short term investors in the meme category.

INTRODUCTION



TWOGE POWERS AND ABILITIESL

Twogeswap: is conceptualized to address the lack of 
user-friendly tools across EVM-compatible networks in DeFi. 
Twogeswap will be built on a decentralized AMM system leveraging 
liquidity pools powered by users to enable seamless crypto trades 
across multiple chains.

Twoge Blockchain: Twoge's proof-of-stake blockchain, hard 
forked from the Ethereum blockchain. This blockchain will offer 
cheaper gas fees than Ethereum and faster transactions than the 
Ethereum block. It consists of Kusari mainnet and testnet, and the 
Kusari Explorer.

Twogeverse: Enter the Twogeverse virtual reality Metaverse. When 
the user arrives they will find themselves on the TwogeverseDisc. From 
there, the user will be able to explore all things #TwogeStyle and find 
directories of establishments on other discs in the Twogeverse.

Twoge 3FA Wallet: Three Factor Authentication (3FA) Wallet will 
require a code entered from their authenticator app on the phone before 
any transactions can occur out of the user's walle



2% Redistribution
5% Marketing
3% Liquidity

Total Supply: 

 1,000,000,000,000,000 

What is the tokenomics 
and tax?

TOKENOMIC



TWOGEMAP
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Whitelist Presale
Contract Audit

5k Telegram members
Meme development

Whitepaper V.1

Influencer marketing push
10k Telegram members
Listing on Coingecko  

Listing on Coinmarketcap
10.000 Holders
1st CEX Listing

Big Twitter Promo
Telegram Calls

Youtube influencers
MEME Deploy from community V.2

Launch TwogeNFT

50,000 holders
Increase marketing

Certik Audit
Certik Skynet

ADS Banners on Poocoin
  Dextool - BSCSCan
Launch TwogeSwap

100.000 Holders
TWOGE DEX

2nd CEX Listing
Launch Twoge Blockchain

Launch Twogeverse


